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initiated, we are, as a nation, up against the limit
for wild-caught harvest.
The only other alternatives
are to harvest nontraditional species--often considered
undesirable by Americans;
to import more; or to further develop the controlled
growth of aquatic organisms. Economics has
everything to do with the
nation's choice. Aquaculture is only feasible if the
costs are low enough so
that producers can successfully compete with overseas
suppliers, an issue that ultimately deals with labor
costs or the introduction of
technology which will
replace the need for the
type of inexpensive labor
available, for instance, in
parts of Asia. Additionally,
markets and product channels need to be defined each
step of the way to ensure
that what is produced is
utilized and that aquaculturists stay in business.
Add to this, the inherent difficulty of growing
aquatic organisms, and it
becomes apparent why
aquaculture has not
developed as rapidly as
other forms of husbandry.
Most fin- and shellfish-as
opposed to a warm-blooded
animal such as a chickenexperience much more
dramatic physical changes
from the time they hatch
from eggs. In general,
warm-blooded animals undergo extreme transformations while in the egg or in
the uterus. For the coldblooded aquatic organism,
the changes take place in
the water, and at each
stage the animal may have
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different environmental
and nutritional requirements.
Given the right
economic setting and technological advances, the
aquaculture industry may
well flourish. A doubling of
U.S. production is expected
over the next 15 years.
Since 1980, aquacultural
production has increased
annually by 20 percent, and
this rate of growth is
projected for the near future. The increases are expected primarily in catfish
and crawfish production,
but significant increases
are also foreseen for marine
shrimp, finfish and mollusks. Additional support
of technology development
in aquaculture could result
in even greater gains and
the availability of a much
wider selection of marine
products.
Virginia aquaculture
and mariculture efforts
focus on catfish, hybrid
striped bass, freshwater
trout, hard clams, oyster
and soft shell crabs. Bay
scallops (Argopecten), soft
clams (Mya), surf clams
(Spisula) and finfish culture in the coastal zone are
also being explored as possibilities.
With the general
population's growing sensitivity to the healthiness of
seafood and the resulting
rise in seafood consumption, the next few decades
may well be the start of
that oft-predicted boom of
this form of husbandry. .:.

Men tending
clam beds.

To someoneoutside the realm of marine scienceand fisheries, some ofthe jargon used in thefreld of aquaculture, such as "clam culture," might conjure
some rather peculiar images. With that in mind, here is ...

A Brief Lexicon of Aquaculture
0

Culturing-Cultivation of aquatic organisms.

0 Mariculture-Fish
farming in salt or brackish water. Most
mariculture takes place
in estuaries, very fertile
areaswhere the sea
meets fresh water.
However,the physical,
chemicaland biological
processesin an estuary
are dynamic, meaning
that the mariculturist
must copewith the real
possibility of rapidly

Terms for the Non-Technician

changingtemperature,
salinity and pH.
0 Crab SheddingCommercialpractice of
producing soft shell
crabs.A blue crab, like
other crustaceans,
grows by sheddingits
shell: the hard outer
shell splits and the crab
backs out of its old
shell. Beforethe new
shell hardens,this crab
is known as a "soft shell
crab," a delicacy.
0 Peeler-A
crab which
is on the verge of molt-

ing, of sheddingits
shell. A crab shedderis
able to tell how far off
the molt is by the color
of a line on the next-tolast segmentof one of
the crab'spaddle fins.
White meansthe crab
will shedits shell in
abouttwo weeks;pink
indicates a week; and a
red line signals that the
molt is one to three
days in the offing.
0 Buster-Crab
in the
shell-sheddingprocess.
A split developsunder
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the lateral spines and
along the posterior edge
of the shell. The crab
will now back out of its

shell.
I:J SOok-Mature

female

crab.
I:J Jimmy-Larger
male
blue crab.
I:J Cage RelayingClams and other bivalves can cleanse
themselves of bacterial
impurities relatively
quickly when
transplanted to higher
quality water. This is
sometimes done with
cages to prevent loss.
I:J Larva-Free
swimming clam or oyster
shortly after emerging
from the egg.
I:J Veliger-Refers
to
the stage where a clam
or oyster has a velum, a
swimming organ which
allows it to swim and,
as a consequence, capture food.
I:J Pediveliger-Late
stage clam or oyster
larva that has a foot
and is close to settlement.
I:J Seed-Young
clam or
oyster which is considered, by aquacul-
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OysterLarvae.

0

turists, of sufficient size
to plant for cultivation.
Fry-A term normally
usedto refer to a fish
which has just hatched
from the eggand is only
a few days old.

0 Fingerling-A
young fish which is consideredthe right size
for stocking.

0 RecirculatingSystem-A self-contained
systemin which the
water is continually
reused. Water quality
is maintained by using
various filtering devices.

Types of Culture
The methodsused in
culturing dependon the
type of animal, the location
and the environmentalconditions.
Oysters canbe grown
onracks, rafts, trays,
suspendedstrings, or on
bottom.
Openfarm ponds,net
pensand cageculture can
be used with a number of
species,including hybrid
striped bassand catfish.
Cageculture is sometimes
employed,in the caseof
hybrid striped bass,to
prevent the escapementof
hybrids into natural freshwater environments or
river systemswhich drain
into Virginia waters on the
Atlantic Ocean. Cageculture is also usedto keep
fish of different agesfrom
competingwith eachother
for food, or to cultivate
small fish in a large pond.
In Virginia, cageculture is
somtimesa better option
for aquaculturists using existing farm ponds. These
bodiesof water were not

designedor built for culturing and may not be easily
seinedor drained; the fish
are much more easily harvested when in cages.
The terminology used
in clam culture mirrors, in
part, that used for farming
on land. A bed is built.
There are a number of ways
to do that, but the method
developedand advocatedby
the Virginia Institute of
Marine Sciencecalls for a
bed of limestone aggregate.
The limestone provides a
refuge for the small clams;
it is more difficult for
predators to pick out the
clams against this background. The bed is then

planted with seed(small
clams obtained from a
hatchery). The bed is
coveredwith plastic mesh,
again to inhibit predators.
Without somesort of protection, the planted clams
resemblesomething akin to
a smorgasbordto blue
crabs. In somelocations
trays and in-bottom forms
are used. Direct field planting without protection
would result in too heavy a
loss of the bivalves. Harvesting is done by hand or
with bull rakes in Virginia.
Worldwide, the intensity of aquaculture efforts
varies widely. Countries
which have traditionally
Aquaculture has long
played a role in human history. There are accounts
of it in the ancient world;
however,the exactdate
when fish farming beganis
still a matter of conjecture.
We do know that Wen
Fang, founder of the Chou
Dynasty in China, experimented with aquaculture
during the years 11351122B.C. Egyptian art
from even earlier times

depended on seafood obviously have a great deal of
incentive to develop new
technology or expand opera-

tions.
What is cultured in any
one country has much to do
with the seafood preferences of the population.
Americans tend to be somewhat conservative, seeking
out a fairly narrow range of
products with which they
are familiar. In contrast,
the Japanese consume a
wide spectrum of seafood
products and have every
reason to actively promote
many types offish farming..
A few of the products
farmed in that country are,

portrays what appearsto
be pond culture. The
Romanscultivated oysters
and in all probability
learned the skills from the
civilizations which
precededthem.
In far more recenthistory, the notion of controlling the growth of aquatic
organismsinterested at
least onecolonial-despite
the fact that the New
World, as it was called

at least to many U.S. palates, quite foreign: sea urchins and sea cucumbers.
By 1985 Japan was
managing an area of ocean
floor which equaled all the
land farmed in that
country. Artificial reefs are
often used in Japan to culture, for they can be
designed to attract specific
species. The type of artificial reef can range from
rocks placed in soft sediments, to elaborate almost
city-like structures.
In parts of the world
even the giant clams of
legend, the tridacnids, are
being looked at as a good
candidate for culturing.
Found in Indo-Pacific coral
reefs, the largest of this
species, Tridacna gigas can
weigh up to 200 kilograms,
55-65 kilograms of which is
living tissue.
The colossal growth of a
tridacnid is believed by
some to be due to the
animal's ability to "farm"
large numbers of dinoflagellates within its tissues; in
this symbiotic relationship,
the clam is able to derive
many of the nutrients it
needs. .:.

then, teemed with fish and
shellfish in areas. During
the mid-1700's, a man on
the Eastern Shore of
Maryland is believed to
have at least dallied with
oyster culture, long before
oysters became popular
and long before they became what they are now in
the Chesapeake Bay, increasingly a sarcity.
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Rackswith oystersbeing
deployedat thegrowing
ground. Each rack contains five trays. Mesh
bags keepthe oystersin
place.

I

f you

were

near

Pungoteague

to

travel
on

the ChesapeakeBay, a
woodenstructure in
the nearshore water would
seemcommonplace.Watermenhave long cultivated
the fertile water, harvesting soft shell crabs from
floats and cultivating clams

in the intertidal flats. One
of the woodenstructures at
Pungoteague,however,is a
bit different in its purpose.
It is part of a concertedeffort to aid the oysterindustry as it is faced with
the demiseof its wildcaughtfishery. Scientists
at the Virginia Institute of

Marine ScienceCVIMS)are
attempting to outmaneuver
two diseaseswhich have
been devastatingto the
once-plentiful
oyster
*
fishery.
The diseasesMSX
CHaplosporidiumnelsoni)
and Dermo CPerkinsus
marinus)-harmful to
oysters, not humans- are
pervasive in the Virginia
portion of the Chesapeake
Bay, an unpleasant fact
that industry must contend
with, and a situation which
has prompted a great deal
of scientific research. At
the VIMS Wachapreague
lab, Mike Castagnaand
Mark Luckenbachhead researchwhich is exploring
ways to grow oystersto
market sizebefore they are
affectedby MSX and
Dermo. The diseasesap-

*
Seepages 12-13 for more on the plight
of the Chesapeake Bay oyster fishery.
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Interior of
the oyster
hatchery,
locatedat
the main
VIMS
campus.

pear to affect oysters after
they have beenexposedfor
two summers. The
strategem,then, at the
Wachapreaguelab is to outrun the pathogens,that is
to grow oysters to size
within 20-22months and
before that crucial second
summer. Oysters are
planted in Bay waters in
late summer/earlyfall, are
exposedto the diseaseone
summerand then are harvestedbeforethe second
full summer. Currently, researchersare planting
oysters at all different time
intervals to documentgrowing conditionsand perils
during the year.
To achievemaximum
growth requires good
broodstock,favorable environmental conditionsand
off-bottomculture.
The broodstockused
are hardy strains of the native oyster, Crassostreavirginica, from diseaseendemicareas. Presently,

the Mobjack Bay stockappearsto have the most
potential for resistanceand
growth.
The environmentalconditions which influence
growth vary widely in the
Chesapeake,soresearchers
are testing a number oflocations and times within the

If producing oysters
quickly on racks proves
to be economically
feasible, the very fact
that they are produced
through culturing
could even be used as a
marketing advantage.

calendaryear. First, the
site must have the right
salinity and not have a low
dissolvedoxygenproblem.

Then, considerationmust
be given to the quality and
quantity of food. Oysters
planted in late summer/
early fall can take advantage of diatom (algae)
blooms, all goodnutrients
for oysters. Summer, clearly, is a rich time for food
production, both on the
land and in the Bay, but
not all food is alike in its
nutritional value. Oysters,
which stay in oneplace,
might feed on dinoflagellates present in the water,
but it has yet to be determined how much that food
sourcecontributes to
growth. Detritus from
Spartina alterniflora canbe
plentiful but is a lowquality food for oysters.
The amount of organic carbon and nitrogen contained
in the phytoplankton, the
plant life within the water,
is the key here. The exact
location, how much food the
current and tides deliver to
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the oystersis also part of
the equation.
Off-bottomculture enhancesproductionbecause
the animal spendsless time
and energyfiltering silt and
mud. The oysters canbe
placed in a food-richlocation and the meshbags
which contain the bivalves
keep them out of the reach
of somepredators. Because
the oysters are contained,
they canbe easilyharvested.

VIMS scientistshave
also beenexperimenting
with triploids of the native
oyster. Triploids, sterile
animals with an extra set of
chromosomes,do not ex-

pend all the energyneeded
to producethe next generation. In the field, the
triploids have on an
averagebeenten percent
larger. The oyster meat itselfhas beentwenty percent greater than the
normal oyster.
A number of locations
are beingtested by Luckenbach. The rack at Pungoteagueis the largest,
some30 feet long. Along
the rack are 180modules,
with eachmodule containing five trays. Oystersare
kept in meshbags, eachcontaining about250 oysters
when they near market size
(slowgrowersare discarded

~~

~~

~
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~
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during eachstep of the
operation). To date, oysters
producedby rack culture
did go to market. They
were 17months old and
were three inches or longer.
Ifproducing oysters
quickly on racks proves to
be economicallyfeasible,
the very fact that they are
producedthrough culturing
could evenbe used as a
marketing advantage.
Oysters grown under controlled conditions could
allay the segmentof the
generalpublic which is
guarded about purchasing
shellfish.
This project is part of a
larger VIMS effort to assist
industry and private
growers. A hatchery, which
Ken Kurkowski manages,is
located at the main VIMS
campusat Gloucester
Point. The hatchery is
capableof producing about
400 million larvae, to be
used by industry and also
in experiments.Ten million
of the larvae make it to
what is consideredseedsize
by aquaculturists.
The VIMS/Wachapreague project is also supported by Virginia Sea
Grant, which provided program developmentmoney
to determine what exactly
constitutes a goodgrowing
site. .:.

VIMS technician
along the oyster
culture rack at
Pungoteague.
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eeting existing
market
demandis not
purview of aquaculture.
Products canbe developed
with a specific market in
mind. At the Virginia Institute of Marine Science
(VIMS) researchersare
looking at a slightly different utilization of a traditional product, bay scallop
(Argopecten).Instead of
marketing just the adductor muscle-the roundshapedmeat-fishery
specialistshope to generate
interest in the steamed
product which is eaten
whole like a steamedclam.
The flavor is delicate and
mild. The intended market

~
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e
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~

~

would be white tablecloth,
that is, upscalerestaurants.
Whole, steamedbay
scallopsare being produced
by severalcompaniesin the
Northeast; however,to
date, this product is not
being commercially
producedin the mid-Atlantic region.
Experiments with bay
scallopshave a long history
within the Virginia Sea
Grant program. Two
decadesagoVirginia Sea
Grant investigated the possibility of cultivating Argopecten.Work performed
by Mike Castagnaand Bill
Duggan at the VIMS
Wachapreaguelab, established the biological
feasibility of rearing the
bay scallopfrom eggto

market size. Growing the
bay scallopfor only the adductor muscle,however,did
not appear to have a good
economicfuture. The whole
product may have possibilities.
The first step in the current VIMS project was to
grow Argopectento market
size,45mm, within a year.
Now that it has beenestablished, researchersare assessingvarious growing
strategies. Different growing densities are being
tested as are culturing
methods, accordingto Mike
Oesterling, the Fisheries
Specialistwho headsthe
VIMS project.
The bay scallopsare
being grown at a hard-clam
mariculture facility on the
Eastern Shore of Virginia.
A variety of methods for culturing are being used,including cages,nets and
trays. Shallow water culture would be ideal since it
is more available in Virginia. However,this
method of culture has its
own set of of complications:
fouling and silt pose
problemsas can currents,
which can, well, take possessionby force. Grow-out
in deeperwater is also part
of this demonstration
project. Researchershope
to grow 50,000bay scallops
to market size this year.
This project is part of a current state mariculture initiative with additional
support from Virginia Sea
Grant. .:.
FisheriesSpecialist Mike
Oesterlingwith trays of
bayscallops.

"The abundance of
oysters is incredible.
There are whole banks
of them so that the
ships must avoid them.
A sloop, which was to
land us at Kingscreek,
struck an oyster bed,
where we had to wait
about two hours for the
tide. They surpass
those in England by
far in size, indeed they
are four times as large.
I often cut them in two,
before I could put them
into my mouth."

Francis Louis Michel
1701

S

scene
adly, dethe
scribed by

ichel only exists in
written accounts. One of
the great wealths of the
ChesapeakeBay, the oyster
fishery, has experienceda
catastrophicdecline in the
last thirty years. Between
1950and 1960,oyster
productionin Virginia
averaged3.2 million
bushelsannually. A substantial drop occurred
during 1960and 1986when
annual productionaveraged
only about 900,000 bushels.

From that point on, the
numbersplunge: 1987/88520,994bushels; 1988/89257,268bushels;and the
estimate for 1989-90
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productionis the most dismal of all. ..only 150,000
bushels,a mere shadowof
former times.
What happened? For
brevity's sake, suffice it to
say that it was a combination of fishing pressureand
two deadlypathogens,
Haplosporidium nelsoni,
popularly called M8X, and
Perkinsusmarinus, often
referred to as Dermo. Although thesepathogensdo
not harm humans, they can
decimateoystersbefore
they reach market size.
The combinedeffect of both
oyster diseasesis sobering:
the basic elimination of
commercialoysterproduction from essentially all
waters in the Virginia portion of the ChesapeakeBay,

Oyster
intensely and are in danger
of being depleted below commercial densities.

The difficulty inherent
in producing strains
via selective breeding is
that a long period of
time elapses before the
new oyster is capable of
reproduction and can
be bred.
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learn aboutthe fine points
of clam culture.
Newly available to clam
culturists is Investing in
CommercialHard Clam
Culture: A Comprehensive
Guideto the SouthAtlantic
States. This 128-page,Sea
Grant guide was sponsored
by the National Coastal
Resourcesand Research
DevelopmentInstitute and
written by economistsand
biologists from Virginia,
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgiaand
Florida.
The publication serves
as a guide for peopleinterestedin making realistic
economicdecisionsaboutinvesting in a hard clam culture system. In addition to
summarizingthe biologyof
hard clam culture, the publication emphasizes
economicanalysis and investmentguide lines.
Topicscoveredinclude
basicsof hard clamculture;
beginninga new culture system; permitting and leasing
conditions;culture techniques;nursery systems;
growoutmethods;marketing the clams;and financing a clam culture
operation. The financial
feasibility of the following
systemsis also detailed:
hatchery systems;upflow,
field and racewaynurseries;pen, bottom net and
soft tray growout; and integrated systems.

While someof the
workshopsfocus on one
species,others are broader
in their approach. A 1988
two-dayconferencefocused
on culturing hybrid striped
bassand financing mariculture ventures. A 1989conferenceincluded an
overviewof aquaculture in
the United States,Virginia
initiatives, selectivebreeding of oysters at VIMS,
fresh water trout and hard
clam culture in Virginia,
crawfish potential for the
Commonwealth,as well as
sessionson catfish, soft
crabsand hybrid striped
bass.
Eachyear at the Virginia State Fair, aquaculture exhibits give the
general population more insight into different culture
techniquesand operations.
The exhibits continue to
highlight crab shedding
and oyster and clam culture. The displays are coordinated by the Virginia
Department of Agriculture
and ConsumerServicesin
conjunctionwith the state
Aquaculture Initiative.
Virginia's growing
aquaculture industry is also
attested to by the formation
of two associations,the Virginia Shellfish Growers'Associationand the Virginia
Fish Farmers' Association.
By organizing, industry ensures that it has input
when regulations are
proposed..:.

ConferencePlanned
An intensive two-day
conferenceon bivalve culture will be conductedon
October 18th and 19th in
Chincoteague,Virginia.
The regional, mid-Atlantic
conferencewill consistof
one day of classroomsessions and another day of
hands-ondemonstrations
and field trips to commercial bivalve facilities.
Panelsmade up of both industry representativesand
scientists will discuss
oyster, clam and scallopculture. The classroomsession
will provide an overview of
culturing options and will
focus on market trends,
financial options,business
plans, identifying appropriate funding sourcesj
salesalternatives and
economiccasestudies.
The conferenceis sponsoredby the Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
Collegeof William and
Mary, and by Sea Grant
Marine Advisory Programs
within the mid-Atlantic
region.
For additional information write Virginia Sea
Grant, Marine Advisory Program, Virginia Institute of
Marine Science,Gloucester
Point, Virginia 23062, or
call (804)642-7170.

Watermanseedinga
bed with clams.

Monday, April 29, 2002 (7).max

Monday, April 29, 2002 (7).max

T

he latin name for
blue crab, Callinectes sapidus, only
tells half the story:

not only is Callinectes
sapidusa "beautiful swimmer," it is also succulent
fare. While most everyone
is familiar with the sweet
crabmeatpicked from the
hard crab, soft shell crabs
have often beenconsidered
noveloutsidethe
ChesapeakeBay and Gulf
states. This is changing.
Soft shell crabs-erabs
which, in the processof
molting, have shedtheir
hard shells-are reaching
distant markets, both here
and abroad.
A "jimmy" crab,
cradlesa female as
sheemergesfrom
her shell.
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This market expansion
is the result of cooperative
efforts by Sea Grant, commercial operators, researchers, extension
agents, development foundations and government
agencies in numerous
states. Information exchange within the national
Sea Grant network increased soft crab survival
rates and profits, and of
course cut down on the unnecessary duplication of efforts. Virginia Sea Grant
has been a prime force in
this area, contributing significantly in its research, extension work and

marketing efforts in Europe
and the Orient.
Soft crab sheddinghas
its own set of technological
challenges. Floats were
long considereda pragmatic approachto crab
shedding:what the fisherman intends to harvest is
kept in one place. Initially,
nearshorefloats were used;
however, they were moved
further from shoreso that
the crabs' physiological
needswere met in deep
water where tidal currents
provided better conditions
for survival. Even though
use of these floats culminated in better resultsmore soft crabs-they did
not offer protection from
predators, and a producer
had to not only travel to the
floats, but also lean over
the boat's side to tend the
crabs, all physically taxing
work. Also, pollutants dischargednear or upstream

from the floats could cost a
season's worth of work.

Advancementsin the
growing soft crab industry
have, overthe years, consisted of shore-based,flowthrough floats or tanks, and
finally closed,recirculating
sheddingsystems. The
later, essentiallyself-contained system,frees
producersfrom the necessity of either owning or
having accessto
waterfront, an option increasinglyimportant to
sheddersas the price of
waterfront dramatically
rises. In a closedsystem,
environmentalconditions,
suchas water temperature,
salinity, dissolvedoxygen
and the elimination of
wasteproducts canbe controlled for optimum results.
Virginia Sea Grant has
beeninstrumental in both
soft crab researchand advisory services,ranging
from the designand con-

struction of shedding
facilities, to advice on actual sheddingprocedures.
Virginia Sea Grant also assisted in the developmentof
biologicalfilters which convert nitrogenous waste
productsinto less toxic
forms; skimming processes
to removedissolvedorganic
products;and improved
aeration of filters and
tanks. A great deal of this
information reachedshedders through direct contact,
workshops,technical
reports and a manual for
both the noviceand experiencedshedder,Manual
for Handling and Shedding
Blue Crabs{Callinectes
sapid us), by Mike Oesterling, Fisheries Specialist at
the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science.
Most recently, the
feasibility of heating water
in closedsystemswas explored by Oesterling.
Producingsoft crabs earlier
in the seasoncangive
ChesapeakeBay
producersmore of a
competitiveedge;
higher prices are offered for early spring
soft crabs. A delicate
balance,however, exists betweenproduction, market size and
price. The information
gleanedfrom this
recent researchwas
disseminatedthrough
workshopsand a technical bulletin which
concentratedon
specificproblems
causedby fluctuating
water temperatures,
detailed options for
heating methods,as
well as costsand
returns..:.
Soft shell crabs
on the wayto
market.
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hiS
structure,
unpretentious
located

in the woods bordering the main Virginia Polytechnic
Institute
(VPI), may well house the
technology
of the future for
aquaculture.
The high-density, recirculating
system inside this building
in
Blacksburg,
Virginia,
has
the potential
of freeing
aquaculturists
from what is
now a major constraint:
limited
growing options because of geographic
location.
Just as agricultural
crops are limited
by
climate,
so are aquaculture
efforts.
Additionally,
some
geographic
areas are able to
maintain
a corner on the
market
simply because they
are able to grow two, even
three crops as opposed to
one. This is true of shrimp
farming
in parts of Central
and South America
where
climatic
conditions
allow for
multiple
crops.
Ideally-and
this involves overcoming
the attendant technological
hurdles
inherent
to growing
each
species-recirculating
systems would allow the culture of warm and cold
water fish anywhere.
With
latitude
and longitude
no
longer dominating
the equation, facilities
could be located near high population
centers, cutting
down on
the cost of transporting
the
product to market.
Recirculating
fish farms could

TheAquaculture Centerat the Virginia PolytechnicInstitute.
even be located to take advantage of low-cost geothermal energy, or near
facilities which produce
heat during an industrial

process.
Closed systems also require far less land; two
acres of a high-density,
closed, catfish facility is
equivalent to approximately 1,000-1,400 acres of pond
area in Mississippi.
While the future of this
technology seems exception-

ally promising, the present
is a matter of obtaining the
information which will
make large-scale, closedsystem aquaculture possible. This is what the
workday entails at VPI's
Aquaculture Center,
believed to be the largest
government-owned, recirculating system in the nation. George Libey,
professor at VPI, runs the
facility.

This labyrinth of wires,tubesand
tanks is wherethefish aregrown.
20

The speciesof choice
here is hybrid striped bass.
It is a well-acceptedspecies
with a mild flavor. The
facility contains 8,500
squarefeet of floor space.
Sevenconditioning cubicles
are used to induce,basically trick, the broodstockinto
spawning out of season. Acceleratingthe rate at which
the fish spawnobviously
meansmore fish. The basic
strategy is to reducethe
time betweenspawnsto
nine, then six months.
Water temperature and
light conditions are controlled in eachcubicle and are
tied to a computermodel
which duplicates
ChesapeakeBay environmental conditions-except
here, time is faster paced.
A gradual increaseand
decreasein light is incorporated in the conditioning
roomsto mimic the way in
which the sun actually rises
and sets. The gradual increasein light is important.
Libey, at another facility,

was oncein a cubicle when
the lights suddenly
switchedon; the startled
fish nearlyjumped out of
the tank.
Sofar, the deception
has worked onhybrid
striped bass. As of January
7th or 8th, they spawnedin six months and in the
middle of winter. This early
spawnof hybrid striped
bass may be the first of its
kind.
The survival rate of
newly hatched fish in
protectedconditionsis predictably much better than
in the wild. The fish are
not subjectedto dramatically changing water temperature and oxygenlevels,food
is plentiful and predators
are no longera menace.
Onefour-year-oldfemale,
weighing sevenor eight
pounds,will produce
200,000-400,000
eggs. A
ten percent survival rate is
reasonablein the lab. That
translates into 20,00040,000fish. In the wild, the

chanceor survival is
astronomicallylow-perhaps a hundredth of a percent, Libey said.
In another area of the
building, almost tropically
warm and humid, nine
production-scalesystems
are used for tests. The concepthere is to experiment
in large systemsso that the
results can be applied to
commercial-sizefacilities
(results from smaller tanks
mayor may not be applicable to large ones).
Libey and his associatesare
looking for the best conditions to produce maximum
growth, a simple enough
soundinggoal, but not an
easyone sincethe technologyfor large recirculating/high-density systemsis
for the most part unproven.
As with animal husbandry, closequarters can
presentproblems;diseases
canbe transmitted readily,
the correct amount of food
must be available, waste
must be removedfrom the
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growing water, and a multiplicity of variables which
could affect growth and
health must be brought
under control. Additionally, culturing fish in high
density canbe stressful to
the animals, making them
susceptibleto disease.
(Thesediseasesare not
transmittable to humans.)
Genetic alteration is
also being explored at the
VPI lab. Ten pairs of
smaller tanks are used in
these experiments. The
ideal fish that researchers
are attempting to produce
would be tolerant of a high
degreeof crowding, higher
water temperatures and
degradedwater quality (the
latter trait would cut costs
becausethe aquaculturist
would not have to filter the
water as intensely).
Toward that end, researcherscrossedstriped
bass with white bass,and
striped bass with yellow
bass. Both crossesare
being tested to seewhich
has the most promise.
Work at the VPI lab
doesnot end with induced
spawning, technologyenhancementand genetic alteration. Researchersare
also teaming up with
economiststo analyzethe
fiscal pros and consofrecirculating systemsand how
receptivethe market is to
various forms of the
product.
Even the waste from
the facility will not go to
waste if Libey's plans for
the future becomea reality.

GeorgeLibey, director of the
Aquaculture Center.
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It couldbe used as a side
dressingfor cornand hay,
and it couldbe utilized for
hydroponics,the growing of
plants in a nutrient solution as opposedto soil.
Although high-density
recirculating systemshave
great potential, Libey cautions that significant unknowns still exist. From a
technologicalpoint of view,
aquaculture significantly
lags behind the poultry and
pork industries, by some4060 years, said Libey. It will
take time and moneybefore
aquaculturists, usinghighdensity/recirculatingsystems, have the poultry or
pork farmer's ability to
producemassiveamounts
of protein in a cost-effective
manner. .:.
Lab technicianswith
broodstock.

eing on the cutting
technologicaledge,
Bill Martin is
with Blue Ridge
Fisheries, canbe both exhilarating and nerve-wracking. Martin headsBlue
Ridge Fisheries,the largest
privately-ownedrecirculating systemin the United
States, if not the world.
The facility is located in
Martinsville, Virginia.
Recirculating systems,
oneswhich are basically
self-contained,have great
promise. Martin's 85,000
squarefoot facility houses
the equivalent of 1,000
acres of outdoorponds. Becauseenvironmentalconditions are controlled,
theoretically any type of
fish could be cultivatedsalt- or freshwater, cold- or
warmwater. This may not
sound revolutionary to
someoneoutside fisheries
scienceor aquaculture, but
in a way it is. Fish farmers
could meet market demand
as opposedto being subjected to the changing
whims of the marketplace
or being restricted to growing a speciesbecauseof
location.
Martin started first
with catfish, then hybrid
striped bassand tilapia.
While all three species
grew at prodigiousrates,
Martin intends to pursue
the tilapia market. Tilapia
(Oreochromismossambicus)
display characteristics
which would endearthem
to any fish farmer: they
grow very rapidly, are dis-

ease-resistant and highly
tolerant of high-density conditions. Although tilapia is
relatively unknown in
North America, the fish
feed large numbers of
people in Asia and Mrica.
In the U.S. a large Asian
market for tilapia exists, a
market which Martin will
tap. In June all of Blue
Ridge Fisheries will be restocked with the fast-growing fish.
Blue Ridge Fisheries is
an impressive facility with
42 tanks, each 60 feet long
and five feet deep. Large
biological filters remove
natural waste from the
water continuously. Each
tank is capable of producing
50,000 catfish or tilapia. In
a surgically clean processing room, automated equipment can process about 40
fish, or 80 filets a minute.
The journey from tank to
processing and ice is rapid,
ensuring a fresh, highquality product. Martin
goes a step beyond what is
required of processors and
provides continuous inspection, enabling him to
market a Grade A fish all of
the time.
While Martin is currently focusing on fish for the
dinner table, he is also interested in cultivating endangered species for
restocking. This could even
lead to supplying young
fish to supplement the wild
fishery, especially since current fishing pressure may
reduce the numbers of now
plentiful species.

While the possibilities
are tantalizing, being on
the cutting edgehas its unsettling side. An innovator
must contend with the unknown; how eachspecies
will biologically respond to
closeconditions, how the environmental conditions will
differ from openpond culture-are questions which
can only be answeredin an
actual operation. Martin
and others like him are
providing a baseline of information which will be valuable to future fish farmers.
Martin, long a successful entrepreneur,becameinterested in growing fish
whenhe lived in the deep
South, a region which
figures prominently in catfish culture. Currently,
said Martin, 75-80%of all
catfish are raised in five
counties in Mississippi.
Aquaculture, believes
Martin, has the potential of
revitalizing Virginia's traditional industry, seafood
production. Intensive technologydevelopment,however, is crucial. Talking
aboutthe nation's support
of aquaculture research,
Martin said, with characteristic humor, that in a
time when chickensare
beingfitted with contact
lenses,when hogslive indoorsand milk cows
producegargantuan
amounts of milk, more effort should be invested in
bringing aquaculture up to
the sametechnologicallevel
as plant and animal husbandry. .:.
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are

communities

often

economi-

cally vulnerable;
whenbusinesses
move or close,the options
for employmentcandecidedly narrow. While rural
aquacultureventures
should not be construedas
a cure-all for economicdifficulties, given the right circumstancesthey could help
diversify the economicbase
in someareas.
As a state, Virginia has
taken significant strides in
recentyears toward exploring and developingthe
potential of aquaculture,
starting with a study, "The
Future of Agriculture,
Forestry, FoodIndustries
and Rural Communities in
Virginia." That report, commissionedby then Governor Gerald Baliles,
culminated in a recommendation that the Commonwealth encouragesmall
businessesand production
by supporting educational
programs, market development and applied research.
A further commitment by
the state resulted in funds
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being allocatedfor research
and extensionwork at Virginia State University, Virginia PolytechnicInstitute,
the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science and the Virginia Department of

Agriculture and Consumer
Services.
Not only are state agencies taking stepstoward

...While the research
indicated a potential
market for hybrid
striped bass, it also indicated that this
market will require extensive work on the
part of potential
growers and state offi-

cials.

aquaculturedevelopment,
they are also exploringthe
existing market for aquaculture species.

., ,

!,

In a joint effort by the
Virginia Department of
Agriculture and Consumer
Services,the Graduate
Schoolof BusinessAdministration at the College
of William and Mary and
the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science,the actual
market potential for hybrid
striped bass was explored
and assessed.The results
were summarizedin a
report entitled Hybrid
Striped BassAquaculture
Surveyand Market Potential. * Hybrid striped bass
were the focus of this study
becausethey seeman ideal
aquaculture product. They
exhibit both a high growth
and survival rate over a
wide range of environments, making them wellsuited to Virginia's climate.
The authors of the
aquaculture potential
report were concernednot
only with the market acceptability of aquacultured
seafoodproducts, but also
the price that growers could
expect. The preferred purchaseform and size of
hybrid striped basswere

-~

Future Hybrid

Striped Bass (HSB) Offerings

Are you familiar
with HSB?

Would you offer HSB
in the future?
Would
Consider

No

%

Yes

76

279

150

186

16

32
30
22

109

45

85

10

42
25

57

Yes

New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Virginia
Massachusetts
Maryland
Connecticut
Washington, D.C
RhodeIsland
Delaware

a

~

.;iQ..%.

~

Totals

213

746

22%

379

15
17

48

21%
23%
28%
24%
18%
26%

6

40

13%

9

24

3

18

27%
14%

79

70

69

37

28
21
15
7

No

11

54
44

14

35

2
2
3

24

3

16
13
-4

~

518

62

1

Surveyresults indicate that restaurantshave
limited familiarity with striped bass.
studied, as were the potential problems with the
market. While the study is
primarily marketingoriented, it also coveredthe
economicsof production
and capital financing for
start-up operations.
Information was obtained from wholesalersin
Virginia, Maryland,
Washington, D.C., New
York and Pennsylvania,
and from white linen
tableclothrestaurants in
the statesjust mentioned,
as well as in New Jersey,
Massachusetts,Connecticut, RhodeIsland and
Delaware.
Is there a market for
hybrid striped bass? Yes,
tentatively. At one time,
wild striped bass were a
staple in restaurants along
the easternseaboard.Unfortunately, that was over
ten years ago. Sincethe
restaurant industry is
noted for its high turnover

rate, it is not unreasonable
to assume that many of
today's restaurant owners
and chefs have never heard
of, eaten, prepared, or
served striped bass (see
above table). This obviously translates into low customer awareness of the
product. So, while the research performed indicated
a potential market for
hybrid striped bass, it also
indicated that this market
will require extensive work
on the part of potential
growers and state officials.
Restaurants in New
York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Virginia were
most familiar with hybrid
striped bass and should be
targeted by growers, according to the researchers.
Before additional expansion
is possible, growers would
have to work together to
bring hybrid striped bass to
the public's attention. This
would involve garnering

media interest, advertising
in trade magazines, providing sample testing of the
product and offering price
incentives to restaurants
and retail establishments
on a first-time purchase
basis.
The newly re-opened
wild striped bass fishery is
also bound to influence the
market since aquaculturists
would have to compete with
the wild-caught fishery.
Before any potential
grower rushes into a venture, researchers highly
suggest that a wide variety
of current data be studied.

*This 77-pagereport is
available through the Sea
Grant Marine Advisory Program, Virginia Institute of
Marine Science,Gloucester
Point, Virginia 23062. The
costis $15.
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any people
think that
humans do not
have as highly
a developedsenseof smell
and taste as animals. Not
necessarily. It dependson
the compound. In someinstances,humans can detect
minute amounts of a substance,practically
molecules,for example,in
the spray left by a skunk.
Peopleare sensitiveto sulfur and nitrogen compoundsand often use their
ability to detectthese substancesto determine if a
food product is still "good."
The problemis, consumers often equate an offflavor in fish with spoilage,
poor water quality or the
health of the fish. In truth,
someflavors occasionally
found in cultured fish are
disagreeableto our palates
and mean nothing more.
Geosminand methylisoborneol (MIB) are often the
culprits when fish taste
muddy, the compoundsimparting the sametype of
earthy flavor we sometimes
associatewith beets.
Humans are acutely sensitive to thesemetabolites,organic compoundsproduced
by metabolism. Actually, of
the whole range of flavors
we can sense,these metabolites are amongthe most
potent, with studies
documentingdetection
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thresholds of 0.05 ppb in
water.
Eliminating, or at least
minimizing, these flavors in
cultured fish would clearly
alleviate one technological
headacheof aquaculturists,
a challenge taken up by Virginia Sea Grant researchersGeorgeLibey and
GeorgeFlick at the Virginia
PolytechnicInstitute (VPI)

Interestingly enough,
as straightforward as a
taste test sounds, it is
highly subjective; the
sensitivity of anyone
person to a particular
flavor, can differ incredibly.

in Blacksburg. This project
follows a seven-year
U.S.D.A. grant in which
VPI researcherHarold
Dupuy developedrapid
methods of pinpointing the
compoundsin water and
fish. Libey and Flick will
now apply the technologyto
fish grown in recirculating
(basically, self-contained)
systems.
The off-flavors Geosmin
and MIB that Sea Grant researchersare attempting to
eliminate or reduce,are par-

tially the result of growing
fish in closequarters, at a
much higher density than
in the wild. The actual
manner in which Geosmin
and MIB productionis triggeredis unknown at this
time. While Geosminand
MIB flavors are continually
a headacheto catfish
farmers, the flavors are not
just found in one species.
Rather, the problem applies
to most if not all cultured
species,giving the results
of this study industry-wide
application.
In Libey and Flick's
study, which will focus on
catfish, two methods will be
used to pinpoint the offending flavors: objectiveand
subjectiveanalyses. The objective part of the project involves using a gas
chromatographymass
spectroscopy,an instrument which separatesand
analyzesmixtures of chemical substances.Clearly, the
presenceof the compounds
has to be documentedto
give any credenceto the
secondhalf of this segment
of the study, the subjective
analysis. This part entails
a processmuch more within
the lexicon of the general
population: taste tests.
Interestingly enough,
as straightforward as a
taste test sounds,it is highly subjective;the sensitivity
of anyone personto a particular flavor, can differ incredibly. To illustrate how
different our taste buds are,
Flick related a story about
another series of tests conducted at VPI. Somemembers of the panel were able
to tell which river the fish
had lived in. All of which
points out another difficulty
in reducing off-flavors:

Food scientist
GeorgeFlick and
lab technician
Janet Webster
look at read-out
from a gas
chromatograph,
an instrument
usedto isolate
and identifycompounds.
when should attempts to reduce
off-flavorsend,
and to what extent is it economical? If ten
percent of consumers can
detectgeosminis
that low enough?
If it isn't, then
producershave
to determine if it
is within their
economicmeans
to eliminate it.
After identifying the compounds
responsiblefor
the off-flavor, Libey and
Flick will explorevarious
approachesto control it.
Means for reducingthe compoundswill include altering
the environment, that is
placing the fish in a clean
water aquarium near harvest. This techniqueis
used with many species;
often the flavor is
eliminated within a few
days or weeks. Other ways
which will be tested include
using filtered water or treating the water with ozone;
and using fractionators, apparatus which separateliquid components.Eventhe
biologicalfilters onthe
closedsystemswill be examined since it is possible
that the unacceptablecompoundsemanatefrom
microorganismsattached to
the filters.
Other approachesto
reducingoff-flavors,but not

part of this Sea Grant
project, have entailed
chemicaltreatment
(analogousto a farmer
using pesticides). A somewhat novel approachto the
problem of off-flavors in
pond culture, has beento increasethe turbidity (muddiness)of pond water through
mechanicalagitation or
with bottom-feedingfish.
The end result is that
phytoplankton growth is
suppressed.

While a goodportion of
the Sea Grant project will
take place at VPI's new
recirculating aquaculture
facility, tests will also be
performed at a large commercial facility to ensure
that results from the small
systemare applicableto
larger facilities.

...
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The overriding messageat the recent Fishermen's
Forum at Virginia Beach was that many fisheries are
in trouble and more stringent management is certain
to be in the offing. Underscored at that meeting, too,
was the fact that fishermen need to becomeinvolved in
the management process.
A number of issues and developments were discussed at the February Forum, some of which are highlighted on thesepages.

Artificial
Virginia

Reef Program,
Marine Resources Commission

To provide more structure for tautog fishermen,
approximately3,000tire-inconcreteunits were added
to the CapeCharles(Cherrystone)Reef. Additionally,
1,050units were deployed
at The Cell north of the
reef. During the fall of
1990two bargeswere sunk
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at the Light Tower Reef off
Virginia Beach.
A new reef is planned
for 1991-1992in the area
off the mouth of Back River
inside the ChesapeakeBay.
More materials will alsobe
addedto the Gwynn Island
Test Reefsite just south of
the RappahannockRiver

mouth. The latter site, although small, has been
shownthrough a study by
the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science(VIMS) to
be more productive for
fishermen than was anticipated when the site was
first establishedin 1984.

1991 Virginia
Saltwater Fishing Tournament
Spanish mackerel (minimum weight of five pounds)
was added to the citation
list. Release citations will
be awarded for sharks six
feet or longer and only for
killed sharks weighing a
minimum of200 pounds-a
continuation of last year's
effort to promote conservation of the shark resource.
Minimum release citation
length for amberjack was increased to 48 inches. Cobia
of the same minimum size
were added to the list of
fish eligible for release citations. For false albacore,
the citation weight minimum was increased to 17
pounds.
The increasingly
popular Junior Angler
awards (15 years and
younger) are available for
persons documenting
release of any six species

recognizedunder the State
RecordProgram. Angler of
the Year (residentand nonresident) awards will be
determinedbasedprimarily
uponthe total number of
different speciesqualifying
for citations.

Flounder
A Source

Fishery,
of

Concern
The outlook for the
flounder fishery continues
to be a sourceof concernfor
fishermenand managers

Difficult management
decisions are ahead; a
harvest reduction of approximately 73% must
be achieved over the
next five or ten-year
period. ..

alike. Trawl surveysby
VIMS netted a mixed
forecast. A major decline in
recruitment occurredfrom
1987to 1989,as indicated
by a downwardtrend in
young-of-the-year(juvenile)
flounder. On the other
hand, the trawl surveys
also showedthat a
moderateyear class offish

was spawned in the winter
of 1989/90.
Harvest levels are five
times what they should be
if the stock is to maximize
its production potential, according to the Virginia
Marine Resource Commission (VMRC). Only two to
three percent of potential
spawning stock presently
remains intact-not nearly
enough to sustain the
fishery under current fishing pressure. Currently,
80% of the stock is being
fished out each year.

Numerous management
alternatives for restoring
the stock are being considered by the Mid-Atlantic
Fishery Management Council. Some of the options
being considered range
from closing down the
fishery for awhile, to 14inch size limits coupled
with limited catches (3-6
fish per person per day) for
recreational fishermen and
catch quotas for commercial
fishermen. The charter
fishery on Virginia's Eastern Shore would likely be
si~ificantly impacted by
such limits, along with the
trawler fishery.
Difficult management
decisions are ahead; a harvest reduction of approximately 73% must be
achieved over the next five
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or ten year period, according to the VMRC.

Striped
Bass
Limited
Season,
A Success
Openfor the first time
in almost two years, the
striped bass fishery
operatedin 1990under a
commercialquota, recreational size and bag limits
(recreationalanglers were
permitted to keeptwo fish,
18 to 36 inches, per person
per day). Crucial to the successof the limited season
was the VMRC's role in
tracking catchrates and in
enforcingregulations.
The commercialfishery,
operating under a 211,000
pound quota, quickly
caughtits allotted fish in
five days and was shut
down. The commercial
fishery exceededits quota
due to the rapid fishing
rate and the time required
to notify fishermen that the
quota was filled. Finalized
commerciallandings, available in April, indicated the
fishery caught approximately 264,000pounds of
striped bass (gill nets, 63%;
pound nets, 36%; haul
seines,1%;and fyke nets,

0.5).
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Preliminary estimates
of the recreational catch
provided by the VMRC
showedthe expected
problemsassociatedwith
only a portion of fishermen
returning catchlogs.
Preliminary data received
by the VMRC indicated
that fishermencaught, or
caughtand released,70,000
fish or 326,000pounds of
fish. Final figures provided
to the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC)in April
showedan estimated
56,740fish caught, or
caughtand released;this
translates into 162,870
pounds offish kept.
The health of, and
fishery potential for,
striped bassis routinely
measuredthrough the
young-of-the-yearindex.
The index is calculatedin
Maryland and Virginia
from 100foot beachseine
surveystaken along
numerousshorelinestations wherejuvenile striped
bass,approximatelytwo to
four inches in length, seem
to congregate.Maryland's
index for a three year running averageexceeded8.0
for the first time in 1989,
triggering limited opening
of the striped bass fishery
in 1990,under regulations
cooperativelyimplemented
by states and the ASMFC.

Maryland's Chesapeake
Bay index of 25 in 1989
sparked considerable controversy since the high
number resulted primarily
from one large seine catch
in the Choptank River,
which is historically highly
erratic in its striped bass
young-of-the-year abundance levels. Maryland's
1990 index dropped sharply
to 2.1, indicating to fishery
scientists that serious
problems may continue to
exist in the upper Bay
regarding spawning and
recruitment potential for
striped bass. On the other
hand, and although it was
the lowest index recorded
in four years, Virginia's
1990 young-of-the-year
index averaged 7.3, still
above the 17 year database
average (5.1). The lower
Bay, therefore, appears to
continue to produce good
spawnings of striped bass
while the upper Bay's erratic productivity indicates
that the fishery is not yet
consistent in its rebound. .:.
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~~~~~~etd~~
Aquacultured products can obviously be
used in any seafood recipe. The following
recipes were featured at the Seafood
Education Seminars, sponsored by the Sea
Grant Marine Advisory Program, and are by
Bob Marcelli, of Stripes / Bob's Mason-Dixon
Cafe in Norfolk.

1 oz. olive oil
4 oz. smokedVirginia bacon,diced
1 medium onion diced
1 small jalapeno pepper, seededand diced

1 T. choppedgarlic
4 tomatoesseededand chopped
1 oz. cultured clams, washed
6 oz. white wine
2 qts. rich chicken stock
1 med. sweetpotato, diced
1 ear shucked corn
1 cup greenbeans cut in 1 in. pieces
1 T. fresh thyme
1 T. fresh marjoram

In a heavy bottomed saucepancookbaconin
oil, add onions, pepperand garlic. Cookfor
about 1-2 minutes. Add tomatoesand clams,
then wine. Coverpot, steam until clams open.
Removeclams from pan and reserve. Add

remaining ingredients. Bring to a boil, then
simmer gently for about 10 minutes or until
potatoesare soft. Placecookedclams in bowls
and ladle hot soup overclams.

2 hybrid bassfilets
4 oz. melted butter
salt and pepperto taste
2 T. choppedfresh herbs, tarragon, thyme,
oregano
1/2 cup sesameseeds
Placefilets on an oiled baking pan. Brush
with melted butter. Quickly sprinkle on
herbs and sesameseedsand seasonwith salt
and pepper. Place in a pre-heated 4000oven.
Cookfor about 8-10 minutes or until done.

Above:historical photo of crab sheddingfloats
onthe Eastern Shore of Virginia.
On the cover:waterman pulling nets over clambeds.
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